Ipswich Road,
Tivetshall St Mary,
Harleston,
Norfolk,
NR15 2DE

Pale pink and dripping with fresh summer fruits. With hints of strawberries and
quince and a splash of lime this is a ridiculously moreish.

Exuberant summery fruit - that delicious style of rosé which refreshes,
seamlessly, as you look around for the second glass. Just off dry and very moreish.

Elegant, and full of flavour, positively oozing class. Fizzing with the joys of life!
Perfect way to start off any occasion.

Bright, fresh and clean on the palate and is dangerously quaffable on any day. A
deliciously dry versatile summer rosé typical of the Provence region.

From the oldest cellars in champagne, plenty of elegant Chardonnay fruit blended
with a splash of Pinot Noir giving plenty of freshness.

All wines by the glass are available in a 125ml serving. Please ask a member of staff for pricing.

A delicious blend of native grapes to give a wonderfully refreshing, summery wine.
Clean fruit with plenty of zip and beautiful aromas.

Exquisite blend, with soft, velvety structure. A modern style with the emphasis
on delivering smoothness not grip.

A clear, bright deliciously dry wine with aromas of citrus fruits and white flowers.
Clean and crisp with a pleasantly and pronounced finish.

Wonderfully robust with plenty of juicy, jammy fruit and a good helping of spice.
Delicious dark, blackcurrant fruit backed up with a hearty backbone.

Punches way above its weight! Richly textured with big juicy flavours giving an
almost medium style with multiple layers of complexity. Big and beautiful!

There’s a lovely darkness, and intensity of free-run fruit here… Velvety soft, with
real depth of flavour with smooth, mellow fruit.

A stunning wine from the Languedoc. The fruit is rich, lively and aromatic, virtually jumping out the glass. Very rich and packed impossibly delicious flavours!

A powerful, heady mix of two powerful dark and rich grapes. Plenty of weight
with ripe exuberance, hints of spice and vanilla and a dollop of sweetness to finish.

Bags of exotic fruit but with a good lick of acidity and clean finish.
Fresh and tangy with delicious aromas, full mouthfeel and plenty of zip.

Deliciously ripe dark berry Tempranillo fruit. Savoury and spice characters adding
further complexity with plenty of structure and smooth tannins.

Excellent quaffer, just off-dry, the fruit showing real richness, balanced by just
a whisper of acidity. Put’s the Italian version in it’s place! Delicious.

Firm, food-friendly texture combines with a satin-softness which makes
it deliciously easy to drink. Well balanced with a hint of grip.

Hints of guava and melon finely juxtaposed with an incredible citric
freshness. A stunning wine with immense texture and length .

Full-bodied, chunky style with flavours that last and linger. A powerful, robust
wine, the quintessential accompaniment to steak.

Deliciously dry and refreshing. Ideal en aperitif, and even better with food, crisp
acidity cutting through the richest sauce.

An outlandishly vibrant and warm wine with rich black cherry fruit and hints of
thyme and spice. It is made out of Malbec and Merlot - a very successful blend.

Perfect mix of gooseberry fruit and green grass aromas to give a deliciously fresh
and invigorating wine. A drier, more restrained style giving a clean, zesty finish.

Lip-smacking, sensuously -structured New Wave Aussie, all silky and smooth
with concentrated black fruit. Far more than just a wacky name!

Exquisite example of classic Loire Sauvignon, with ripe intensity of flavour.
Vivacious and fruity yet has great finesse and zesty finish.

Dark, ruby garnet in colour with distinctive aromas and expressive nose this is a
winning combination. Smooth and rich with cleverly balanced structure to finish.

The best-value wine on the list? From a little-known village behind
Meursault this is impeccable Burgundy – fat, rich, and powerful

A ripe, concentrated wine with intense and powerful flavours, a firm structure but
maintaining the necessary silky purity and elegance.

